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2 reviews

Jovani3349
Aug 01, 2017
Totally happy with care given.

Pamela Ham
Jun 29, 2015
My Husband has been in Lady Small Haven nursing home in Benowa Qld for two years. It is a
very old facility with only shared rooms but even if it was the most modern place with all the
bells and whistles the staff who perform the care for their patients are the most important.
The staff at Lady Small are exceptional, kind and caring and they are what makes life in a
Nursing Home bearable, Every time I visit the staff are always happy and nothing is a trouble.
They have lots of activities for the patients and constantly try to keep everybody smiling. I
had the opportunity to move my husband to another, more modern facility but he was
reluctant to move as he said that the staff at Lady Small were like his family and they really
looked after him. Like most things in life it is not about material things it is all about the
people.
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